IWC SCHAFFHAUS E N O PE N S
FI RST BO UTIQ U E I N CANADA
New York / Toronto, July 11, 2017 – IWC Schaffhausen strengthens its customer service in North
America and opens the first boutique in Canada. The new boutique is located in Toronto’s Yorkdale
Shopping center in the immediate vicinity to other major global luxury brands.
After introducing e-commerce in the US for the first time
on the new website iwc.com, the Swiss luxury watch
manufacturer continues to expand its distribution network
in North America: “We want to make it easy and
convenient for customers to research and purchase our
products. In line with our omnichannel distribution
strategy, we are now adding another IWC boutique to our
existing sales network in North America – one of the most
important watch markets in the world,” says Edouard
d’Arbaumont, IWC Brand President North America.
The Toronto boutique is IWC’s first in Canada, and
seventh in North America following two in Miami, and one
in New York City, Las Vegas, Beverly Hills and Costa
Mesa. It is located in the Yorkdale Shopping Centre, one
of Canada’s leading shopping destinations, in the
immediate vicinity to other global luxury brands from the
worlds of fashion, jewellery, and watchmaking.

The new boutique concept which IWC is implementing
across the globe uses a blend of materials such as natural
stone, dark wood and glass surfaces to create the perfect
backdrop for the high-quality mechanical watches from
Schaffhausen. In these luxurious surroundings, Canadian
watch lovers can now discover IWC’s six product families
and their fascinating universes hands on: the iconic Pilot’s
Watches, which bring the dream of flying to the wrist; the
timeless-elegant Portugieser, which stands for sophistication and haute horlogerie; the reduced and elegant
Portofino, which epitomizes the laid-back Italian lifestyle;
the functional and sporty Aquatimer dive watches, which
are reliable companions for adventures under water and
on land; the sporty and elegant Ingenieur, which draws
inspiration from classic car races and vintage automobiles; or the beautiful Da Vinci, which combines the
inventive spirit of IWC’s engineers with an extraordinary
aesthetic.

IWC SCHAFFHAUS E N

With a clear focus on technology and development, the
Swiss watch manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen has been
producing timepieces of lasting value since 1868. The
company has gained an international reputation based on
a passion for innovative solutions and technical ingenuity.
One of the world’s leading brands in the luxury watch
segment, IWC crafts masterpieces of haute horlogerie at
their finest, combining supreme precision with exclusive
design. As an ecologically and socially responsible company, IWC is committed to sustainable production, supports institutions around the globe in their work with
children and young people, and maintains partnerships
with organizations dedicated to climate and and environmental protection.

D OW N LOA DS

Pictures of the new IWC boutique in Toronto can
be downloaded free of charge at: press.iwc.com
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